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A. INTRODUCTION: ORIGIN AlTD DE-^/~ELOPMSNT OF THE LEGEND
About 500 A.D., after the Romans had come and gone,
and after the Saxons had established themselves in England to
aid the native Britons against the Piets and Scots, and then
had become so troublesome that v?ars arose between them and
the Britons, there appeared, according to tradition, a
general named Arthur, who led the Britons against the English
and for something like fifty years held them in check.
Although Gildas, who gives us the earliest extant account of
the Saxon Conquest, and writes possibly while Arthur was yet
alive, makes no mention of i\r thur, this omission may be ex-
plained by the facts that Gildas is not writing of the brave
deeds of the Britons, but of their shortcomings, and that he
is very chary of all proper names. Erom Nennius, a Jelsh
monk who is supposed to have written about 800 or later, we
may believe in a real Arthur, a brave leader, a half barbarous
chieftain, who, like the Highland chieftains of later days,
ranged the forest with legs and arms bare, having no armor
but a rough buckler and shield and sword, and held his feasts
in a rude hall.
In the History of the Kings of Britain by Geoffrey
of Monmouth about 1137, Arthur has become a mediaeval monarch,
who, having succeeded to the throne of his father, Uther
Pendragon, not only defeated the Saxons and drove them out of

2his land, but also subdued the rest of the British Isles,
and brought under his sway Ireland, Norway, Denmark, and
France. Then, in answer to a demand for tribute from Rome,
he was ready to march upon that imperial city when news reached
him that his nephev; Modred, whom he had left in Britain, had
usurped the throne, married the queen, and called the Saxons
to his aid. Arthur then hastened back to Britain and there
lost his life. Geoffrey probably invented much of this story,
although he did not invent the glory of Arthur. Later we find
V/ace translating Geoffrey’s history into Norman French, vivify-
ing the magnificence of Arthur’s court and adding the institu-
tion of the Round Table. Forty or fifty years later, Layamon,
an Englishman, in translating Wace into English alliterative
verse, gives a circumstantial account of the founding of the
Round Table as a device for avoiding strife for precedence, and
tells with some detail of Arthur’s departure for Avalon.
The literary development of the Arthurian story during the time
of Geoffrey was aided by the recitation and chanting of such
”lais” as were written by Maris de France. In the twelfth
century, Ghrestien de Troies continued the literary development
by writing six Arthurian poems, among them the stories of
Tristram and of Lancelot. He is the first to give literary
mention of the Holy Grail. Prose romance was the last literary
form which the ilrthurian stories assumed. In them, for the
first time, stories about the various heroes of ^Irthur’s court
were woven together in accounts which made some attempts to be
&
3.
be comprehensive, including the principal feats of Arthur
and his knights. Most of them shovv some traces of the stories
best known to the world today: the stories of Merlin, Lancelot,
the Holy Grail, Tristram and Isolt.
Although about the m.iddle of the fifteenth century,
the Arthurian stories were very popular in England, yet there
was in English nothing like a comprehensive history of Arthur
and his knights. Sir Thomas Malory decided to write such a
history, completing it about 1470. Not only is it considered
the English work of the fifteenth century of the most literary
beauty, but it is the most famous Arthurian romance of med-
iaeval England which is widely read today. Malory’s principal
sources were the French Ivlerlin
,
Tristram, and Lancelot romances
1 .
in prose and two English versions of Morte Arthure
. Ivlalory
was original in emphasizing Arthur as the central figure of his
2
tale, although he made him not much more than a lay figure.—
Lancelot is more individual than Arthur and more interestingly
human. Though Arthur esteems Lancelot in the Morte Darthur as
the first of his knights, a man of almost superhuman prowess,
there is not that remarkable lave between the two which is one
of the noble things in the Idylls . Apart from his great fault,
3
Malory’s Lancelot, like Tennyson’s, is all but faultless.—
B. ROBINSON’S TREATMENT COMPARED WITH TENNYSON’S
Just how early Tennyson conceived the plan of a long
Arthurian poem it is difficult to say.
1. Howard Maynadier: The iirthur of the English Poets, p.226
2. Ibid, p. 228
3. Ibid, p. 235
•
4.
From his early years the history of the mythical hero-king
Arthur, and the fantastic scenery of the land of Lyonesse
and the sacred Mount of Gamelot had appealed strongly to him,
"prone as he was to delight in a drifting world of dreams, in
landscape delicate and unreal as floating tapestry, in the fine
affectations of chivalry, and in a character which could be
interpreted, by a not too literal fidelity to legend, as a
model of single-minded virtue and valiant purity."— The
Victorians yearned "to find in poetry that simpler, sweeter
dream-world which their jangled nerves desired they clung
desperately to the pretence that they were a serene generation
of happy and enlightened people who knew exactly why and
whither it was all progressing, who were delighted to observe
that it was all progressing so fast", and Tennyson was a faith-
ful mirror of his age. — "The Idylls adapted the mythical
tales of the Round Table to the very^ highest standard of
aesthetic taste, intellectual refinement, and moral delicacy
g
then prevailing in English society." — "He has had great
pleasure in opening out and developing the ancient characters,
in clothing them with new dresses of thought He has built
up around his people the image of a whole country, with its
woods and streams, hills and moors, marsh and desert, dark
oceans rolling in on iron coasts, vast wastes, ancient records
of a bygone world; hamlets and towns and wonderful cities,
4. Fausset: Tennyson, A Modern Portrait, p, 202
5. Nicholson: Tennyson, Aspects of His Life, Character,
and Poetry, p. 242
6. Brookfield: The Cambridge Apostles, p. 100

5.
halls and great palace courts with all their varied archi-
tecture; storms, and sunshine, and all kinds of weather. Nature
in her moods of beauty and brightness, of gloom and horror.
And over them he had shed a light from the ancient time, a
7
romantic air and sky."—
The incidents as Malory gave them, Tennyson has re-
arranged, rather loosely to be sure, but with the definite
purpose of showing the gradual but pitiless growth of corruption
at Arthur’s court. In The Coming of Arthur we have the intro-
duction to the tragedy and the faint foreshadowing of failure
in the words of the marriage ceremony, "and may thy queen be
8
one with thee."— When Gareth first comes to Gamelot,
out of bower and casement shyly glancecL
Eyes of pure woman, wholesome stars of love;
And all about a healthful people stept „
As in the presence of a gracious king. —
In the idyll Enid the rumor has risen about the queen.
Touching her guilty love for Lancelot,
Tho
’
yet there lived no proof, nor yet was heard
The world’s loud whisper breaking into storm. —
-
When Vivien appears upon the scene, suspicion has becom.e cer-
tainty, and corruption walks openly in the court. In Lancelot
and Elaine the love of Lancelot and the queen is as much an
accepted fact to every one except Arthur as it is in Malory’s
tale. And here retribution commences. Lancelot is torn between
loyalty to the king and devotion to her to whom "faith unfaith-
ful kept him falsely true." —
7. Brooke; Tennyson, His Art and Relation to Modern Life,p.266
8. line 472
9. "Gareth and Lynette"
,
line 306
10. line 25
11. line 872

6 .
The great and guilty love he bare the queen
In battle with the love he bare his lord,
Had marr’d his faoe
,
and mark'd it ere his time.
—
At times in remorseful pain he groans:
I needs must break
Those bonds that so defame me: not without
She wills it; would I, if she will’d it? Nay
Who knows? _
Lancelot’s encounter with Pelleas
,
the masculine counterpart
of Elaine in purity and innocence, shows him that his sin
has grown beyond his control, as
The Queen
Look’d hard upon her love, he on her.
And each foresaw the dolorous day to be;
And all talk died, as in a grove all song
Beneath the shadow of some bird of prey. —
’’The yellowing woods”—’’the faded fields”—strike the keynote
Thie Last Tournament . Elsdale says: ’’The maimed churl,
with his defiant message from the Red Knight, telling of brute
force and violence confidently reasserting themselves, in spite
of Arthur’s lifelong struggle against them, Arthur’s rebuke
to Lancelot, and sad forebodings for the future of his realm
and people; the involuntary sigh of Gruinevere
,
who watches her
lord pass, and knows not that she will never see his face
again; the last tournament of the dead innocence, with all its
circumstances; the slow, sad steps of Lancelot; the autumn
thunder; the yellowing leaf; the gloom and gleam and shower;
the broken laws; the craven crests; the sullied choice of
Tristram; the thick rain; the unseemly revels; the fountain
12. line 244
13. line 1409
14. Pelleas and Ettarre, line 591
15. line 3
16. line 44
I
7that had run itself to a sour end; Arthur’s title of King of
Fools, as thinking he could make men from beasts; the unknightly
conduct of the Round Table at the destruction of the Red Knight
and his tower; the last scene between Tristram and Isolt, with
its setting sun and oncoming darkness" — all show that "The
glory of our Round Table is no more." In Guinevere the nemesis
is at hand. The Queen’s conscience has driven her to take
refuge in a nunnery, and there Arthur sees her for the last
time before he marches to his doom.— Then on to "that last
IR
weird battle in the west",— where the seed of sin comes to
its fruition and the epic of failure ends as
King Arthur’s Table, man by man,
Had fallen in Lyonnesse about their lord,
—
and all his realm
20Reels back into the beast and is no more.
Although other nineteenth century writers had treated
these stories, yet "when Robinson turned to the Arthurian
legends, there was a sceptical outcry. The idea that these
themes had been embalmed for all time in Tennysonian treacle
persisted, and many readers failed to see that Robinson had an
21intensely modern purpose."
— From his first volume it has
been evident that Robinson was chiefly interested in the psy-
22
chology of failure,— When he wanted a framework whereon to
hang a picture of modern times, he turned to the stories of
17. Studies in the Idylls, p. 81
18. Passing of Arthur, line 29
19. Ibid, line 172
20. Ibid, line 26
21. Gorman, The Procession of Masks, p. 35
22. Poetry, January 1925

8 .
the Arthurian legend because they were full of the elements
that make up life today. "The profound collapse of the old
orders in Europe, the spectacle of great kings lying prone in
the scattered dust of dynasties, the inexorable blossoming of
a new light that is yet to outshine the antiquated watch towers
of crumbled kingdoms, were implacable in their demands upon his
meditative mind Mr. Robinson did not aim to write idylls; he
presented that universal fatalism that anything builded on a
23false foxindation may not endure."— "Much he has written and
much he still writes is puzzling, even to minds priding them-
selves on their subtlety ... .His favorite character is the man
who fails while seeking the highest light. Here, at the core
of the greatest material triumph in history, comes one who
insists, in restrained American speech, couched in classical
24forms, that the triumph is temporal and final defeat inevitable."
—
"He is the first poet in the history of literature in the English
language
,
who has fully expressed the virtualities of the Arthurian
legend in terms of symbolic beauty and human truth. Robinson
represents to us beings who belong to our mortal race, trans-
28figured by legendary remoteness."— The core of his work is the
inner drama, the tragedy that takes place in the hearts of the
chief characters."^ "In his poems borrowed from the Arthurian
stock, he chose the episodes that might open opportunity for his
thoughtful and meditative genius, give full scope to his intel-
23. Grorman, op. cit.
,
.
24. Kreymborg: Our Singing Strength, p. 299 ,
25. GestreiAn Introduction to Edwin Arlington Robinson ,p. 75
26. Ibid, p. 78

9lectual insight into character and to his imaginative grasp
of symbols, and guide his treatment of the plot and his des-
cription of the passions to the vital point of juncture where
27truth meets beauty.”
—
"But if war seemed to illustrate the collapse of
intelligence, it served to turn men's minds inward in a dis-
covery of faith. This loyalty to an ideal revelation of the
meaning of life is the integrating philosophy of all of Mr.
Robinson's work.... It is because his poems reveal life both
in its natural basis and in its spiritual ends, giving us a
reading of it as a total career, that they satisfy equally our
sense of its reality and our conviction of its significance.
The special insight which informs them as expressions of com-
plete experience is beautifully conveyed in Merlin's colloquy
pQ
with Dagonet just before the final departure from Gamelot;”—
All this that was to be
Might show to man how vain it were to wreck
The world for self if it were all in vain.
V/hen I began with ilrthur I could see
In each bewildered man who dots the earth
A moment with his days a groping thought
Of an eternal will, strangely endowed
With merciful illusions whereby self
Becomes the will itself and each man swells
In fond accordance with his agency.
Now Arthur, Modred, Lancelot, and G-awaine
Are swollen thoughts of this eternal will
Which have no other way to find the way
That leads them on to their inheritance
Than by the time-infuriating flame
Of a wrecked empire, lighted by the torch
Of woman, who, together with the light
That Galahad found, is yet to light the world.—
27. GestreiAn Introduction to Edwin Arlington Robinson, p.75
28. Lloyd Morris:The Poetry of Edwin Arlington Robinson, p. 48. 49
29. Merlin, p. S07
c>.
r
3t.O
10 .
Merlin contains a picture of a falling world, of an old order
breaking down and giving place to a new, and this was just what
Robinson saw in contemporary life about him. Lancelot is more
of a story and may be read as such, although it, too, contains
a certain symbolic significance. There is no Tennyson in Merlin
and Lancelot . Tennyson, if it were possible for him to read
these poems, would be bewildered, rather shocked, and wholly
30.
helpless before their cerebral intensity,
—
The first principle of Tennyson's morality "was that
life is a conflict between flesh and spirit... and that all
evil results from some surrendering, if only momentary, to the
flesh, which engulfs good and evil alike in its dread conse-
31quences.”— The Idylls show "that when a government fails
to accomplish that purpose which is at the same time political
and spiritual, it is not primarily because of misfortune, or
of some attack from without, but because of moral evil that
overthrows the very foundation of the state ,’.’55.. VThe breaking
of the laws of the tournament, without a word from the great
umpire, proclaimed the real destruction and decay of the Round
Table. ’’55 Tennyson himself warned against giving too much
importance to allegorical interpretations. The allegory is
an afterthought engrafted upon the general them.e
,
rather than
forming an integral and essential part of it. The whole sym-
bolism based upon the eternal warfare between flesh and spirit
is developed by the sin of Lancelot and Guinevere, which works
30. Gorman, op.cit,, p.35
31. Brookfield: op.cit., p.204
32. Gordon: Social Ideals of Alfred Tennyson, p.l31
33. Ibid, p.145

11 .
down till the whole court is corrupt and Arthur’s kingdom
destroyed, Elsdale, who interprets the symbolism in detail,
says that these I dylls constitute essentially one long study
of failure, and they show us the secret of this failure in the
dread working of that mystery of iniquity which mars and ruins
the fairest of prospects.— In inserting this symbolism into
an old tale, Tennyson was forced frequently to invent, and his
inventions, although often of the finest quality, confuse our
interest in the story as much as the story confuses their mean-
ing. The allegory and the tale, instead of fitting and helping
each other, clash and trouble each other. To be artistically
right, an allegory ought to have a story invented for its pur-
35pose,— Tennyson’s interpretation of The Holy Grail was in-
vented by him for the allegory and is therefore in the highest
degree poetical,— Moreover the allegory was unnecessary, for
all Tennyson wanted to teach is taught through the acts of the
men and women of the story, Guinevere’s repentance and Arthur’s
forgiveness carry their own moral,
Robinson’s poems are also a study of failure, but his
treatment is different from Tennyson’s in that the symbolism is
inherent in the poems, not engrafted upon them as an after-
thought. ’’The Merlin
,
the Lancelot
,
and the Tristram are con-
ceived as human stories that appeal directly to our sympathy
and move us as representations of life, with a majesty of
attitude and an intensity of feeling, which create an impression
34. Op.cit
. ,
p, 9
35. Brooke: op.cit., p.262
36. Ibid, p.264

12 .
of grandeur,”^ Raymond Weaver, criticizing Lancelot in The
Bookman says: ”His interest is not, with Tennyson, to lavish
epithets in symbolic pageants, but rather to search the mind
and blood of a complex and passionately idealistic nature when
soul is at war with sense. The analysis is subtle, unsenti-
mental, and contagiously sympathetic ... .he shows us love among
the ruins of itself ... .Yet
,
though he is a tragic moralist, he
is not a poet of despairing disenchantment. Through the gloom
that enshrouds the end of his poem there is the promise of
rzo
something other than utter night,”— Though Gamelot and
Arthur’s kingdom go down, and Guinevere is left a pathetically
hopeless creature as Lancelot rides away, her wan face recedes
and fades, melts gradually into the face of Galahad; then even
Galahad’s face fades,
And there were no more faces. There was nothing.
But always in the darkness he rode on.
Alone; and in the darkness came the Light,—
From Robinson’s ’’meditation on life and the universality of
traits sprang his Merlin, Vivian, Lancelot, and Guinevere.
They are intensely individual, and yet they are symbols moving
in frameworks fashioned after the shifting and unstabilized
structures of our modern days,”^ In his Arthurian poems ’’the
purely casual accidents of experience have been chiseled away;
what remains is a dramatic reading of life as a career. In
them the poet is concerned, not with specific character, but
with the eternal types of m-en and women” they are ”a singu-
37, Gestre, op.cit., p,77
38, June 1920
39. Lancelot, p. 449
40. Gorman, op.cit., p.29

13
larly modern expression of the perpetually recurrent moods of
the human spirit in its gesture toward immortality, of the
enduring aspirations to beauty, to knowledge, to freedom,
through which it seeks to resolve the final meaning of life."ii
"Both Merlin and Lancelot were written under the
influence of the ’7ar, and they are therefore necessarily
pictures of a world in solution There is, especially in
Merlin
,
an exceedingly modern reading of events. The War con-
fronted us with the breakdown of intelligence as an instrument
wherewith man might control experience. This aspect of the
situation is reflected by the poet in Merlin’s forlorn in-
ability to bring any power to bear upon the doom overhanging
4 ?
Gamelot :
—
No tide that ever crashed on Lyonnesse
Drove echoes inland that were lonelier
For widowed ears among the fisher-folk.
Than for the King were memories tonight
Of old illusions that were dead forever.—
We can easily see how over Gamelot and the world— as over our
own world now— hang the tragic destiny and great forces draw-
ing men to wide ends, as Vivian and Merlin were drawn through
years to await each other. We can apply more or less to cer-
tain public per’sonages the brooding Arthur, and Merlin seeing
Arthur and seeing himself, "a sight no man has ever seen".
And we can read a significance into such passages as Merlin’s
44
words to Arthur:
—
41. Lloyd Morris: op.cit., p.46
4E. Ibid, op.cit., p.47
43. Merlin, p.E57
44. New Republic, September E9
,
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But your most violent years are on their way
To days, and to a sounding of loud hours
That are to strike for war. Let not the time
Between this hour and then be lost in fears,
Or told in obscurations and vain faith
In what has been your long security;
For should your force be slower then than hate.
And your regret be sharper than your sight.
And your remorse fall heavier than your sword.
Then say farewell to Camelot, and the crown. _
In the New Republic of July 28, 1920 Herbert Gorman says:
"In Lancelot the ruin and disaster so vividly prophecied in
Merlin come to their terrible fruition. Arthur’s kingdom
topples and falls, a splendid glittering edifice precariously
balanced upon worm-eaten foundations. The old sins of the
king come back to smite him; the threads of Destiny snap
from his feeble fingers ... .The old order must be swept away
entirely to make place for the new. It must go, but not be-
cause of the reason that Tennyson saw— the guilt and treachery
of those that Arthur loved m.ost. It must go because iirthur
himself was blind to the falsity of his building, because he
was unconscious of the insecure foundations upon which he de-
pended. There is guilt all around, the guilt of humanity, of
falling into the snares of life, of doing a thing because it
was the easiest thing to do." "Whether the leading theme
is the crumbling of beauty and idealism, a civilization des-
troyed by the intrigues that brought about the European war,
or whether it is a parable of the conflict between ’Wom.an and
the light that Galahad found', the struggle between the forces
46
that impel desire and action is elequently projected."
—
i:..
"Robinson's teaching may be summed up in Emerson's words:
45. Merlin, p. 252
46. Untermeyer: American Poetry since 1900, p.63

15
47
’Man is a golden impossibility."’—
Tennyson has followed the example of all his prede-
cessors who have taken what others have given, moulding and
polishing it with his own individuality. What he took he made
his own by his imagination, which vivifies and borrows and
sometimes adds new incidents. His study of mythology was
never deep or extensive, Malory’s Morte Darthur and the group
of Welsh tales called the Mabinogian being his chief authori-
ties. The Mabinogian
,
which Lady Charlotte (luest translated
into English at the time Tennyson was making his early studies
in the Arthurian material, furnished versions of some of the
material of the Idylls
,
different from any that had been made
4_Q
known to modern readers.— Tennyson ’’has often failed where
Malory is strongest, necessarily perhaps, because to make
Malory acceptable to modern ears, it was needful to smooth
over a good many awkward details. But what Tennyson has done
is to imbue the old chronicle with new life and spirit, to
interpret it by a Christian insight, and to apply its ancient
49lessons to the complex conditions of modern life and thought.”
—
"In his determination to find in the Morte Darthur an ideal
character without spot or blemish, he conveniently ignored the
fact that Malory represents the downfall of the Round Table as
due to an early lapse into lawless passion by Arthur, of which
the issue is Modred, the traitor knight, who brings the king to
50his doom."— In the opening lines of the Idylls Tennyson
47. Gestre: op.cit., p.24
48. Alden: Alfred Tennyson, How to Know Him, p. 114
49. Dawson: Literary Leaders of Modern England, p.ll2
50. Eausset; op.cit., p,202
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follows deoffrey’s account of the state of affairs at the time
of the landing of Hengist and Horsa. In her Lai du Bisclaveret
Marie de France says it is Quite certain and often happened that
men were transformed into were-wolves. Gildas speaks of the
’’groans of the Britons”.—- Queen Bellicent^s account of
Arthur’s coming, a naked babe, on a great wave, to Merlin’s
feet, is Tennyson’s own addition to, or variation on the old
52legends. Malory does not use it.— The episode of the dia-
monds is another product of Tennyson’s imagination not found
53in the old legend.— The basis of Lancelot’s half vision of
the Grail and visit to Garbonec is in Malory, but reconceived.
Pelleas and Bttarre is much like Malory as far as where Pelleas
leaves Ettarre and rides away. The old story of Tristram and
Isolt is changed and degraded, with all romance eliminated.
In the Arthurian romances it is Merlin who brings Guinevere to
Arthur, but Tennyson substitutes Lancelot as her conductor,
from the analogous story of Tristram and Isolt. As Tennyson
has softened the character of Guinevere, he has had to tone
down the story, of Modred also. Malory’s Modred is the son of
Arthur and his half sister, Margawse, whom Arthur loved, not
knowing that she was akin to him. Tennyson has rejected this
story and accounted for Modred’s implacable hatred of Arthur’s
chivalry by representing Modred as a man of morose nature,
filled with hatred of goodness, and he has changed the name of
Margawse to Bellicent. For the name of Vivien Tennyson is in-
51. Littledale lEssays on Lord Tennyson’s Idylls of
the King, p. 64,ff.
52. Coming of Arthur, line 383
53. Lancelot and Elaine, line 1226
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debted to the old romance of Merlin, where she appears as the
Lady of the Lake; but Tennyson's Lady of the Lake and his Vivien
are widely different, the former being the guardian angel of
Arthur's kingdom, and the latter merely a mischievous Circe,
whose aim is to sap the purity of Arthur's knighthood.
Nennius was Tennyson's authority for the list of Arthur's
54battles which Lancelot recites to Elaine.— Tennyson "con-
stantly eliminates supernatural and magical incidents from the
narrative, in order to diminish as much as possible the incon-
gruity arising from a commingling of grotesque mediaeval sorcery
with solemn Christian mysteries."—
Robinson, like Tennyson, has made these old legends
his own, and "plays upon the old themes with the subtle instru-
56
mentation of a modern psychologist,"— He goes beyond Tennyson
in dispensing with the fairy tale element. For example,
Tennyson leaves Merlin fast bound in an enchanted sleep which
Vivien has woven about him in the hollow tree in Broceliande,
where for years he has lived a willing victim of Vivien's
charms, a situation that Merlin laughingly refers to as his
"living grave". But Robinson, having no wish to utilize Arthur
as a symbol of perfection, uses Malory's account of the parent-
age of Modred and gives the old story of the attempted burning
of Cuinevere, followed by the siege of Joyous Card.— Cestre
says: "Even a hasty glance at the diluted and wearisome version
handed down to us in the Morte Darthur will show the unmistakable
54. Littledale: op.cit., p.32, ff.
55. Ibid, p. 70
56. Kreymborg, op.cit., p.312
57. Merlin, p. 251
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superiority of the modern poet. The changes he introduced
are of an observer of psychological facts, a master of dramatic
5Q «
effects, and an artist.
—
Tennyson utilizes his sources in twelve separate
stories, each having its own set of characters, except for
Arthur, Guinevere, and Lancelot, who appear in all. Robinson,
in his three poems, refers to various characters in the old
legends
,
assuming on the part of the reader a knowledge of
their significance. Arthur, Guinevere, Lancelot, Modred, and
Gawain appear in all three poems. Twenty-odd characters are
common to both poets, either in action or by allusion, and many
others are mentioned by one that are not referred to by the
other, so that by reading both Tennyson and Robinson we get most
of Malory’s story, relieved of tiresome details. In the main
both show the common background, the conspicuous difference
being that Tennyson passes over the attempted burning of
Guinevere, which Robinson makes so much of in Lancelot . Both
ignore the magic love potion in the story of Tristram, making
love itself the all-sufficient attraction.
Tennyson’s description of jousts and tournaments is
vivid and clear, but his characters show a lack of creative-
ness and deep thought. ’’Lancelot and Guinevere live more than
any other characters in the poem; their humanity, rooted if it
be in romantic dishonor, is at least positive Arthur has so
59little personal value as scarcely to exist."— He is "the lay
model of dispassionate perfection ... .a moral, not a spiritual
58. Op.cit
. ,
p.68
59. Fausset: op.cit., p.261

19
conoeption, and true poetry, with its- searching candour, must
perforce name him false.”—
In Robinson’s poems, on the contrary, the whole
interest is in the character analysis. IVlr. Redman says he is
the only man since Malory who has succeeded in endowing these
legendary characters with life; beside his figure^ those of
61Tennyson are "pale phantoms gliding over lawns of dreamland."
—
Robinson’s strength lies in the psychological insight with
which he analyses the characters, and the dramatic force with
62
which he presents the conflict of feelings.— "He takes the
people apart do\m to the last detail and puts them together
63
again in a perfect synthesis."— "His characters are distin-
guished by a balance of qualities and defects, tempered by a
64
fine play of lights and shadows."— "The Robinson heroines
throughout speak more directly than the heroes. The men fumble
about; are haunted by doubts and dreads; still cling to illusion
are immature compared with the women Even the heroic Tris-
tram will seem a stuttering puppet in the presence of the
passionate Isolt or of Isolt of the White Hands. Robinson’s
65
males are hard for proud men to read about,"—
Tennyson speaks of the Arthur of Geoffrey and Malory
as morally unsatisfying. His Arthur was to depict the ^irit
of a new age, carrying out the vision that had come to him
when, as a boy, he first lighted upon Ivialory.— Newell Dwight
60. Fausset: op.cit,, p,261
61. Redman: Edwin Arlington Robinson, p.74
62. Oestre: op.cit., p.68
63. Kreymborg: op.cit., p,312
64. Gestre: op.cit., p.7
65. Kreymborg: op.cit., p. 304, 305
66. Alden, op.cit., p.ll4
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Hillis says: ’’Arthur stands out as a mystic incarnation, a
Ohrist-man, pure, noble, unerring. He is the perfect flower
of purity and chivalry. He wars against Lancelot as the spirit
against the flesh. The fall of his Round Table is the fall of
the city of man’s soul. The tragedy of King iirthur’s career
is that man struggles for the highest things for himself and
others, only to find his work imdone through the weakness and
folly of his followers And this m.ystic king, half human,
half divine, hath such purity that when his knights lay hands
in his, into their faces comes ’a momentary likeness of the
king’. For Arthur stands for man’s soul, make in the image of
God and clothed with power to redeem and save its followers.”
Thus he represents the Ghristlike manhood, working in a period
of history which can be symbolically identified with the English
67
nineteenth century.— ’//hat ilrthur embodies is the real propa-
ganda that Tennyson has at heart. The love that suffuses such
a kingly nature as Arthur’s is the supreme ideal for humanity
as it exists in organized civilization and society. A touch
of his great manhood is smitten into every knight who takes
his vows upon him. His fate is just the poet’s reproduction
of the Messianic way among man: in the long run he has to be
sacrificed as witness to the truth. He passes, but he cannot
die, and the world of ideals can never be as if he had not lived.
Arthur’s tragic flaw washis devotion to so superhuman an ideal
that he could not see the insidious corruption eating out the
68heart of his society,
—
67. Great Books as Life Teachers, p. 163, 164
68. Maynadier: op.cit., Gh. 22
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But Robinson, with the purpose of showing that Arthur’s
own sin eventuates in the downfall of the whole organization
that he had created, makes Arthur, not an idealistic lay
figure, but a man of flesh and blood, tormented by anxiety,
A poor, foiled, flouted, miserable king-
A king- who thought himself a little less
Than C'rOd; a king who built him palaces
On sand and mud, and hears them crumbling now.
And sees them tottering, as he knew they must. —
Not his followers, but he himself is to blame for it all.
Not Ghristlike manhood, but sinning manhood, is Robinson’s
conception of this king who moves in the background of this
picture, far less important than the three pairs of passionate
lovers who reflect his own sin,
Tennyson had thought for a long time before he de-
cided to embody his vision of a modern Messiah in the form of
an epic of twelve parts. The Idylls have been much criticized
for their lack of unity. The main theme is not sufficiently
dominant, and the subordinate characters are not closely linked
to the main characters. The poems are added like rooms in a
house built to accommodate a growing family instead of appear-
ing as integral parts of an original unified design. Sometimes
they are broken up into separate and ill-connected sections.
Especially is this noticeable in The Last Tournament
,
where the
first part describes the tournament of the dead innocence, and
the last part narrates the story of Tristram and Isolt, the two
parts loosely connected by the character of Tristram. Most of
the individual poems follow the epic order, beginning with some
69, Merlin, p,251

22
striking incident and then reviewing antecedent events before
continuing the narrative. Such is the plan of Lanc elot and
Elaine . Sareth and Lynette and a few others, however, follow
the natural order of events. Much of the charm of the Idylls
lies in the musical quality of their blank verse, interspersed
with a few lyrics, gems in themselves. To quote Stopford
Brooke: "The blank verse is of almost equal excellence through-
out. It is, as a vehicle of thought and emotion, entirely
at the poet’s command. He can make it do exactly what he likes.
It has, at his choice, ease and rapidity, or slow and stately
movement, or it echoes in its soujid the thought, the scene, or
the thing. It is by turns loud or low, soft of rough in spirit,
fluid or rigid, abrupt, delayed, smooth, continuous, weighty,
and light,
Robinson has assembled his material in three long
narrative poems: Merlin
,
published in 1917; Lancelot
,
in 1920;
and Tristram
,
in 1927. Each one emphasizes the romance of a
different pair of lovers, but all have the common center in
the destruction of Arthur’s kingdom. Robinson’s work differs
from Tennyson’s in that each poem is carefully constructed
and closely knit, but each is a unit in itself, having no
necessary dependence on the others. Gestre says: "Robinson’s
constructive genius must have conceived the organic plan of
the 't5^ipai*'tite epic before he began to work out the separate
episodes, so well each fits in with the others, so propor-
tionately each contributes to the total beauty. In the last
70. Op.cit., p. 267

23
capital composition, complete in itself, linked to the companion
poems by a few threads of the plot and by the general tone and
atmosphere, the author fused into supreme harmony the serenity
that floats in the wake of a bygone age and the present unrest
of self-analyzing souls, aware of the sadness which retrospect
and foresight throw like a shadow over men’s most cherished
71desires."— The poems "are built like dramas, with an ex-
position, a laiot, a dEhoument, each part made up of carefully
elaborated dialogues, interspersed with narrative, where noble
thought emerges from brilliant coloring and precise character-
ization. They are epics, too, with glowing descriptions, rich
imagery, lifelike rendering of attitudes and face-expressions,
and deep insight into the working of the mind. They are lyrical
poems also, hymning soul-ecstacy in rhythmical, harmonious lines,
or expressing passion in heaving, vigorous accents. iVnd they
are philosophical poems, holding aloft, above the welter of
72
earthly struggles, the noble beacon of spiritual idealism."
—
Like Tennyson, Robinson uses blank verse as "a perfect instru-
ment."^
Tennyson contrasts strongly with llalory in his lofty
moral tone. There is hardly a line which the most modest eye
need shun. Maynadier says he can show us love shining with a
sadly dimmed luster through the lurid glare of passion, but his
delight is in pure and tender affection, thrown into relief by
74the use of the darker shadows.— "Love that was never a pure
71. Gestre: op.cit., p.267
72. Ibid, p.79
73. Kreymborg: op.cit., p.313
74 . Op.cit
.
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fire to him he could only simulate as an angry fever.”—
Dawson speaks of the "conspicuous purity” of his treatment
of love. ”It is a spiritual passion, not an earthly
With rare exceptions he shuns the fleshly aspects of love”
Even in the unlawful love of Guinevere ”he manifests
the same sternness of avenging purity Her outrage upon
purity is avenged in the downfall of that great kingdom of
chivalry which /irthur had built up with infinite toil. The
great purpose of that kingdom was that it should be God^s
7 Akingdom on earth.”—
Of Robinson, Gestre says his best love lyrics occur
in Tristram
. In his love poems he shows a "warmth that reveals
sincere emotion and deep reverence for the passion of passions’,'
and above all "a wealth of psychological knowledge which places
77them above the ordinary range of love poetry.”— As presented
in Lancelot
,
love is "not the courteous, edulcorated feeling
of Tennyson’s knight, when he sighs his adoration on his knees
within the vine-clad oriel, or the trembling torment of the
same when, away from his paramour, he consumes himself with
remorse. In Robinson’s Lancelot, compunction of a sort arises
70
only when his passion begins to wanevr. .Robinson has associated
7Qlove with death and fate,”— Lloyd Morris says Robinson’s
Arthurian poems are "essentially love stories, not ... .pictures
of the first flowering of youthful love, but of the heady and
75. Eausset: op.cit.,p.52 78. Op.cit., p.89
76. Dp.cit., p.85 79. Op.cit., p.l05
77 . Op.cit
.
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more fluent passion of maturity," It is only when we think
of them as "pictures of life having its roots in passion,
that the mysterious glamour of sensuous beauty which they
evoke is apparent. Few modern poets have given us a more
chromatic orchestration of passion, or painted with more-
glowing palette the colors of romantic love,:—
He bowed his head
i'oid kissed the ten small fingers he was holding.
As calmly as if each had been a son;
Although his heart was leaping and his eyes
Had sight for nothing save a swimming crimson
Between two glimmering arms. "More like a flower
Tonight", he said, as now he scanned again
The immemorial meaning of her face
And drew it nearer to his eyes. It seemed
A flower of wonder with a crimson stem
Game leaning slowly and regretfully
To meet his will--a flower of change and peril
That had a clinging blossom of warm olive
Half stifled with a tyranny of black,
And held the wayward fragrance of a rose
^'lade woman by delirious alchemy.
She raised her face and yoked his willing neck
With half her weight; and with hot lips that left
The world with only one philosophy
For Merlin or for i’jiaxagoras
,
Galled his to meet them and in one long hush
Of capture to surrender and make hers
The last of anything that might remain
Of what was now their beardless wizardry.
Then slowly she began to push herself
Away, and slowly Merlin let her go
As far from him as his outreaching hands
Gould hold her fingers while his eyes had all
The beauty of the woodland and the world
Before him in the firelight, like a nymph
Of cities, or a queen a little weary q.
Of inland stillness and immortal trees. —
No one disputes the clearness of Tennyson’s simple
vernacular English, smooth and to the point, with only a small
proportion of words of class J cal origin. Robinson, on the
contrary, has been charged with obscurity. One finds in him
80, 0p,cit,, p,50
81, Merlin, p,271
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the fusion of a simple conversational vocabulary with the
Latinic vocabulary of a learned mari
,
the habit of incorpo-
»
rating antithetical words in a smooth sequence that surprises
one by becoming merely a complex way of making a simple state-
ment. He once said of the people who complained: "V/hy cannot
they read one word after another?"®^. Mark Van Doren says on
this point; "If one does just that, employing the imagination
on the way and refraining from the expectation that this poet
or any other will ever say directly what can only be said in-
directly, one will not find Mr, Robinson obscure; and one v/ill
be amply rewarded for the effort one has put forth."— In
Tristram Gestre says the defect of occasional obscurity has
disappeared, and Robinson has well-nigh succeeded in keeping
84perfect balance between thought and expression,
—
In both Tennyson and Robinson the style has intel-
lectual coolness and academic polish rather than the poetical
inspiration of Mlalory, Especially in thelater Idylls is the
coolness noticed: sometimes there is coolness of feeling too.
Even the interview between Arthur and Guinevere at Almesbury
has more of the disallusionment of lofty idealism than of
human anguish. Tennyson is never himself carried away, so
86
cannot carry us away.— Neither does Robinson ever give him-
0 6
self in the sense of complete abandon to an emotion.— "When
he has done with his characters, they stand in tragic beauty
before us. Through monolog and dialog they unfold their per-
plexities or record their action upon each other, in long
82. Munson: Saturday Review of Literature, May 21, 1927
83. Edwin Arlington Robinson
84. Op.cit., p,99 85. Maynardier :op.cit
,
,Gh,22
86. Untermeyer : Op.cit
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speeches which are not talk, as talk actually ever was or
could be, but which are intensified into an extra luminous
self-revelation,"— "Even when lovers are swept into each
others’ arms, they are swept there by a series of beautifully
cadenced speeches. One would like to see the beginning of a
love affair We have to take the beginning for granted, or
0let the author rehearse it in the course of the later action."—
"When he is passionate, it is with a cerebral consciousness of
the devouring flame. ... .Still
,
there are passages in Robinson’s
work, notably in Lancelot
,
where emotion bursts forth into an
89
undeniable flower of flame;"
—
Her face and hands, and little small white feet.
And all her shining hair and warm body-
No-for the love of God, no I- it’s alive I
She’s all alive, and they are burning her-
The Q.ueen- the love- the love that never was I
Gawainel Bediverel Gawainel - Where is Gawainel
Is he there in the shadow? Is he dead?
Are Yve all dead? Are we in hell? Gawainel
I cannot see her now in the smoke. Her eyes
Are what I see- and her white body is burning’.
She never did enough to make me see her
Like that- to make her look at me like that!
There’s not room in all the world for so much evil
As I see clamoring in her poor white face qq
For pity. Pity her, God! God! Lancelot!—
Both poets are too restrained, too intense in their
tragic presentation of failure to use much humor. Yet there
is an occasional mild touch in Tennyson, as in the allusion
to the courtier’s amusement at the vibration of a pointed
91piece of lace in the statuesque queen’s shadow on the wall;
—
and a lighter gleam in Vivien’s playful talk about the Lion
92 93
and the lady-7-or Isolt’s laughing retort to Gawaine.
—
87. Poetry, Jan, 1925 88. Kreymborg, op .ci t
,
,p .313
89. Gorman, op.cit.,p.l8 90. Lancelot, p. 392
91. Lancelot and Elaine, line 1157 92. Merlin, p.272
93.iTristram, p. 658
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Tennyson especially is noted for the scientific
accuracy of his nature descriptions. Nature to him is neither
94-love nor thought: she is law.— Restricted as his nature
poetry is to his actual range of observation, it is a faith-
ful and stimulating picture of English country scents and
915
sounds and habits.— "Every sketch of nature which he has
given us, whether of the comm.onplace or the extraordinary,
is finished with admirable skill, and has the crowning merit
of absolute fidelity, accuracy, and truth. "Fidelity to
the fact was as essential to his ideal as to that of a soundly
97
trained painter."— Indeed Fausset says that Tennyson’s
no
genius lay in the limited province of the pictorial artist:—
And thither came Geraint, and underneath
Beheld the long street of a little town
In a long valley, on one side whereof.
White from the mason’s hand, a fortress rose;
And on one side a castle in decay.
Beyond a bridge that spann’d a dry ravine.
And out of town and valley cam-e a noise
As of a broad brook o’er a shingly bed
Brawling, or like a clamor of the rooks gg
At distance, ere they settle for the night.
—
’With slow steps from out
An old, storm-beaten, russet, many stain’d
Pavilion, forth a grizzled damsel came.
And arm’d him in old arms, and brought a helm
With but a drying evergreen for crest.
And gave a shield whereon the star of even
^.oo
Half-tarnish’s and half-bright, his emblem, shone.
Stream’d through my cell a cold and silver beam.
And down tho long beam stole the Holy Grail,
Rose-red with beatings in it, as if alive.
Till all the white walls of my cell were dyed
V/ith rosy colors leaping on bhe wall;
94. Dawson, op.cit.,p.72 95, Nicolson,op,cit. ,p.280
96. Dawson, op ,cijf
, ,p .81 97. Alden, op.cit., p.99
98. OpiCit., p.255 99. Geraint and Enid, lines 241-250
100. Gareth and Lynette, lines 1084-90
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And then the music faded, and the Grrail
Past, and the beams decay’d, and from the walls
The rosy quiverings died into the night.
Sometimes he uses excellent condensed bits of portrait painting:
Modred’s narrow foxy face,
Heart-hiding smile, and grey persistent eye iHfi
A damsel of high lineage, and a brow
May blossom, and a cheek of apple-blossom.
Hawk-eyes
;
and lightly was her slender nose
Tip-tilted like the petal of a flower. 103
’’Natural description is seldom treated by Robinson
with deliberate purpose and for its own sake, '/ifhen it does
intervene, it comes in like a ray of sunshine filtering
through foliage.
The birds were singing still; leaves flashed and swung
Before him in the sunlight; a soft breeze
Made intermittent whisperings around him
Of love and fate and danger, and faint waves
Of many sweetly-stinging fragile odors
Broke lightly as they touched him; cherry boughs
Above him snowed white petals down upon him. 105
Down shaded ways, through open ways v/ith hedgerows.
And into shade again more deep than ever.
But edged anon with rays of broken sunshine
In which a fountain, raining crystal music,
Made faery m.agic of it through green leafage.
With oak leaves flashing in a golden light
Over her face and over her golden hair
A moonlight on white foam along black ledges
Your low voice tells how bells of singing gold
Would sound t.hrough twilight over silent water,
"The simplest words, selected from everyday speech, suffice
to express in a thjrilling, realistic evocation, the communion
101. Holy Grail, lines 116-123 102, Guinevere, lines 62,63
103. Gareth and Lynette, lines 574-7 104. Gestre, op.cit.,p.31
105. Merlin, p,261 106, Merlin, p,262
107. Lancelot, p.372 108. Tristram, p.684
109. Ibid, p.657
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with nature which oriental prophets have embodied in sacred
myths
,
A crumbling sky that held a crimson cloud
Wherein there was a town of many towers
All swayed and shaken, in a woman’s hand
This time, till out of it there spilled and flashed
/ind tumbled, like loose jewels, town,
towers
,
and walls
And there was nothing but a crumbling sky
That m-ade anon of black and red and ruin
A wild and final rain on Gamelot. iA±.
The beauty of Robinson’s descriptions is partly
obtained by tonal color, the repetition of som^e color that
gives the tone to the poem: in Merlin it is crimson and green,
in Lancelot white and gold, in Tristram cold white and violet.
He saw at first a bit of living green
That might have a part of all the green=—
Are you always all in green, as you are now? 113
Concerning you in green, like a slim cedar
And if I go in green, why, let me go, so
Along a dusky way between tall cones
114
Of tight green cedars 116
The lady Vivien in a fragile sheath
Of crimson, dimmed and veiled ineffably
By the flam.e-shaken gloom wherein she sat
To find her all in green against a wall
Of green and yellow leaves
Towards the fountain where she stood again
In shimmering green
220 I still in green
Beside the fountain
110, Cestre, op,cij{
,
,p,32
112, Merlin, p, 263
114, Ibid, p, 264
116, Ibid, p, 265
118. Ibid, p. 286
111. Merlin, p .308
113. Ibid, P. 264
115. Ibid, P. 264
117. Ibid, P. 265
119. Ibid, P. 297
120. Ibid, P. 311
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As the continual use of the word "green” helps to create the
forest atmosphere of Vivien’s home in Broceliande, so Guinevere’s
"white and gold" shed an unearthly glory about her figure.
and where white was
Before, there was a ghostliness not white,
But gray; and over it her shining hair
Coiled heavily its mocking weight of gold.
On all the perilous calm of white and gold
That was her face and hair
What have I seen that I must leave behind
So much of heaven and earth to burn itself
Away in white and gold, until in time
There shall be no more white and no more gold?
Who is this Queen,
This pale witch-v/onder of white fire and gold?
y/hile he gazed on the glimmering face and hair
Of Guinevere- the glory of white and gold
^
That had been his, and were, for taking of it
Like a blue-eyed Medea.
Of white and gold
Is there nothing left of me?
Nothing of what you called your white and gold
Below him, like a tumbling flood of gold,
The Queen’s hair with a crumpled foam of white
Around it:
And there was no Gamelot now-
Now that no Queen was there, allwhite and gold- —
^
Seeing nothing now but the still white and gold
He found the Queen,
But she was not the Queen of white and gold
That he had seen before him for so long.
There was no gold; there was no gold anywhere.
The black hood, and the white face under it, .
And the blue frightened eyes, were allhe saw
121. Lancelot, n. 374 126. Ibid, p. 421
122. Ibid, p. 381 127. Ibid, p. 424
123. Ibid, p . 383 128. Ibid, p . 425
124. Ibid,
125. Ibid,
p. 384 129. Ibid, p. 438
p. 415 130. Ibid, p . 438
131. Ibid, p. 440
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The full blue eyes
And the v/hite face were there, and the red lips
V/ere there, but there was no gold anywhere. —
—
V/hen you see me- before you in your fancy,
See me all white and gold, as I was once.
He closed his eyes, and the white face was there,
But not the gold. The gold would not come back.
There were gold fields of corn that lay around him.
But they were not the gold of Guinevere- 154
So, too, the cold whiteness and the violet of eyes and the
blue blackness of hair foreshadow the tragedy of Tristram
and Isolt.
He raised her patient face between his hands,.
Observing it as if it were some white
And foreign flower 1^^
the cold glimmer of a moon
Over a still, cold ocean there before him —
The moon that glimmered cold on Brittany
Glimmered as cold on Cornwall 1^'^
Isolt of the soft waving blue-black hair l^Q
139But there *s a brotherly white moon up there —
^
140As on a piece of moonlit living marble
Under the cloudy light of a cold moon
That glimmered now as cold on Brittany
As on Cornwall
Above the moaning wash of Cornish water.
Cold upon Cornish rocks.
Below them on those cold eternal rocks
And waves foaming on the cold rocks below
Until there was no moon but a white blur
Low in a blurred gray sky
132. Lancelot, p. 442
133. Ibid, p. 444
134. Ibid, p. 447
135. Tristram, p. 600
136. Ibid, p. 601
137. Ibid, p. 601
iii: Ilii; i: eSi
140. Ibid, p. 611
141. Ibid, p. 613
142. Ibid, p. 621
143. Ibid, p. 623
144. Ibid, p. 626
145. Ibid, p. 627
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With her scared violet eyes and blue-black hair
For what imaginable small white pawn
Her candor and her flame-white loveliness
^Gould yet become for the cold game of kinds —
^
He built a royal garden for Isolt ,
.q
Of the white hands to bloom in, a white rose
violet eyes
And Irish pride and blue-black hair
white birds always flying, and still flying,
And always the white sunlight on the sea
Ever since that cold moonlight on those stairs.
And those cold waves below,
Tennyson does not have the trick of following a
word through a poem, but he is fond of repetition in con-
secutive lines.
Forgetful of his promise to the King,
Forgetful of the falcon and the hunt,
Forgetful of the tilt and tournament,
Forgetful of his glory and his name, 2.52
Forgetful of his princedom and its cares.
And up into the sounding hall I passed.
But nothing in the sounding hall I saw,
But such a blast, my King, began to blow,
So loud a blast along the shore and sea,
^Ye could not hear the waters for the blast.
Storm at the top, and when we gained it, storm
Round us and death,
And beats upon the faces of the dead.
My dead, as tho ’ they had not died for me?
0 Bedivere
,
for on my heart hath fallen
Confusion, till I know now v^hat I am.
Nor whence I am, nor whether I be king;
Behold, I seem but king among the dead,
146. Tristram, p. 641 152.
147. Ibid, p. 647 153.
148. Ibid, p. 652 154.
149. Ibid,
150, Ibid,
p . 656 155.
p. 671 156.
151, Ibid, p , 696
Marriage of Geraint , lines 50-54
Holy Grail, lines 824,5
Ibid, " 792-4
Ibid, " 491,2
Passing of Arthur, lines 191-6
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Fainter by day, but always in the night
Blood-red, and sliding down the blackened marsh
Blood-red, and on the naked mountain-top
Blood-red, and in the sleeping mere below
Blood-red.
Robinson also uses this form of repetition, although
not so much as Tennyson.
I fear there may be specks
Specks? V/hat are specks? Are you afraid of them?
There are specks everywhere. I fear them not.
If I were king in Camelot, I might
Fear m.ore than specks. But now I fear them not.
You are too strange a lady to fear specks. —
That idle words have been for idle tongues
And ears a moment’s idle entertainment
And it was he
,
Tristram, the loud-accredited strong warrior,
Tristram, tbe loved of women, the harp-player,
Tristram, the learned Nimrod among hunters,
Tristram, the most obedient imbecile
And humble servant of King Mark his uncle
Another feature of Tennyson’s style is his use of
varied and numerous compound epithets, which show careful
observation and thorough acquaintance with nature: the dusky-
raftered many cobwebbed hall,i^ the silver-misty moon,—~
a fuel-smothered fire,i^ ye lance-splintering lions
1the sad sea-sounding wastes,^^:^ her slow sweet eyes fear-
tremulous, those isle-nurtured eyes,
a
little glassy-
headed hairless man.i^
Alliteration and euphonious sounds are especially
conspicuous: blasted and burnt, and blinded as I was,i^
1 7Qlest but a hair of this low head be harmed,
a
death-white
157. Holy Grrail, lines 472-6 164. Ibid, 1.1273
158. Merlin, p. 277 165. Merlin and Vivien, 1.73
159. Lancelot, p, 373 166. Ibid, line 84
160. Tristram, p.604 167. Ibid, ii-ine 568
161 » Marriage of G-eraint, 1.362 168. Ibid, line 618
162. Gareth and Lynnette, 1.186 169. Holy Grail, line 841
163. Ibid, 1,669 170. Guinevere, line 444
Ha.
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mist slept over sand and sea.i:-ii When he chooses, he can use
vowels and consonants to make a jangling discord:
1 7?Clang battle-axe, and clash brand
And ever and anon with host to host
Shocks, and the splintering spear, the hard mail hewn,
Shield-breakings, and the clash of brands, the crash
Of battle-axes on shatter’d helms, and shrieks.±Z£
0? he can use them to make smooth-flowing harmony:
On one side lay the ocean, and on one
Lay a great water, and the moon was full.i^
The phantom circle of a moaning sea.H-l
Notice the quick change of thought and the corresponding
change of sound in the following lines:
Dry clashed his harness in the icy caves
And barren chasms, and all to left and right
The bare black cliff clang’d round him, as he based
.His feet in juts of slippery crag that rang
Sharp-smitten with the dint of armed heels-
i'md on a sudden, lo, the level lake,
And the long glories of the winter moon.
Both poets make skilful use of similes. From
Tennyson we have
aghast the maiden rose,
White as her Veil, and stood before the Queen
As tremulously as foam upon the beach
Stands in a wind, ready to break and fly.
The great brand
Made lightnings in the splendor of the moon.
And flashing round and round, end whirl’d in an arch.
Shot like a streamer of the northern morn.
Seen where the moving isles of winter shock^
By night, with noises of the Northern Sea,
And from Robinson
with a hand that shook
Like Arthur’s kingdom
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
Passing of Arthur, line 95 176. Passing of
Coming of Arthur, ” 492 177. Guinevere,
Passing of Arthur, ” 107-10 178. Passing of
Ibid, line 179,80 179, Merlin, p.
Ibid, ” 87
iiTthur ,1 . 354-60
line 359-62
Arthur ,1.304-9
276
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Tear one livord by the roots out of a thousand,
And worry it, and torture it, and shake it.
Like a small dog that has a rag to play with
and she found in his eyes a light
As patient as a candle in a window
That looks upon the sea and is a mark
For ships that have gone down.
The wind was like a flying animal
That beat the two of them incessantly
With icy wings, and bit theip as they went.
but he stood firm
As a peak in the sea and waited
He crushed her cold white hands and saw them falling
Away from him like flowers into a grave.
While his lips and hers
Put speech out like a flame put out by fire,.^^
But occupation
Like a neglected and insistent hound
Leaping upon his master »s inattention,
Wisdom is like a dawn that comes up slowly
Out of an unknown ocean, 187
The story of Merlin appears as far back as the
time of Nennius in fairly close connection with the story
of ^thur. By the time G-ooffrey of Monmouth writes, Merlin
was already an important personage at Arthur *s court. One
of the additions of the Merlin story to the Arthurian stories
is that which makes Arthur the father of Modred. The most
famous incident of all is the seer’s own enchantment by
Vivien, whom he fell in love with and to whom he taught his
magic. While they were traveling together in Brittany in
180, Merlin, p, 293
181, Ibid, p, 297
182, Ibid, p. 314
183, Lancelot, p. 442
184. Ibid, p. 446
185. Tristram
, P‘ 613
186. Ibid
,
P. 652
187. Ibid, P. 727
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the forest of Broceliande, he fell into deep slumber, and
there Vivien bound him by enchantment
Tennyson begins his idyll of Merlin and Vivien with
Vivien lying at Merlin ^s feet before an old oak tree in the
woods of Broceliande. After five lines of introduction, the
author goes back to the court of Cornwall, where Vivien and
Mark are discussing the gossip about Lancelot and the Queen,
Like a snake in the grass Vivien goes to /irthur’s court to
aid the spread of the malicious gossip. There she sets her-
self to gain Merlin, the most famous man of those times, he
partly disdaining her arts and partly flattered by them..
When, melancholy at the doom he sees coming to iiTthur’s high
purpose, he sails across to Brittany, Vivien accompanies him,
unnoticed, seeking the knowledge of a charm Merlin had told
her of.
The which if any wrought on any one
With woven paces and with waving arms.
The man so wrought on ever seem’d to lie
Closed in the four walls of a hollow tower.
From which was no escape forevermore,
Worn out by importunity, during a terrific storm, he tells
the charm, and as the storm clears, Vivien leaps away through
the forest, leaving Merlin deep in an enchanted sleep in the
hollow oak.
Of the two characters, Vivien is the more vivid,
A shadowy personage in Malory, she is in the Idylls a v/om.an,
sensual, unscrupulous, yet not altogether repulsive. Snake-
like in movement as in character, she possesses the grace and
188. Maynadier: op.cit.. Chap, VI
189. Merlin and Vivien, line 204-8
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attractiveness of a glittering serpent with all its venom
and sting. Gestre says: "But the character of Vivien is
endowed with no dignity, not even with the minimum of shrewd-
ness that would have made a low woman (which she was not,
considering her rank at court) assume some pretended reserve,
to win the good graces of the prophet and sage. Tennyson is
so absorbed in his conventional scheme of opposing Vice to
Virtue that he makes the fay a moral monster under her
lissome, petulant attractiveness, a mere incarnation of the
lure of the flesh, Stopford Brooke says that Vivien is
endurable as long as she is symbolic of the lust of the
flesh. But made a woman, as in this idyll, she is detestable.
She is not a woman at all. Not even the worst of her type was
ever like her. He goes on to condemn the conception of Merlin
as equally unnatural. The story of an old man allured to his
ruin by a young woman is in itself almost too disagreeable for
art to take as a subject; but if it be taken, it ought to be
kept within nature; it ought not to be made revolting; it
ought to be excused and made piteous by a kind of madness in
the man. And this is done in Malory. Merlin there falls into
dotage; he is assoted by one of the Ladies of the Lake, who,
weary to death of him, works the spell upon him and buries
him under a rook. This wakes sorrow and pity and excuses
both man and woman. But in Tennyson, Merlin sees through
1 qiVivien, yet yields, so is made the object of contempt .±L±
There are some relieving touches in the poem:
190. Op.cit., p.71 191. Op.cit,, p,305
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Vivien little lyric of "trust me not at all or all in all"
and Merlin's two stories of the hart with the golden horns
and the origin of the charm are in Tennyson's usual pleasing
vein. But the story as a whole leaves a bad taste, from the
beginning, with its prophecy of storm and deceit through
Vivien's recital of court scandals, to the last word, "fooll"
In Merlin
,
and in Tristram also, Robinson has se-
lected the two stories which in Tennyson have been more sordid
and unsatisfying, and has made them into things of beauty.
The first three parts of Merlin contain a discussion among
some of the knights of Gamelot as to the rumored return of
Merlin after some years' absence at Vivien's home in Brittany,
together with a brief account of the interview of the now
beardless Merlin and the King. The visit shows him the coming
decay of Gamelot, Lancelot's betrayal, and Modred's revolt.
Part four takes us back ten years to the time when the iron
gate of Broceliande had clanged behind him, and he had lost
his beard and donned a purple robe, for love of the beautiful
Vivien. The middle of the poem, half the whole poem, is taken
up with Merlin's and Vivien's life "done with a subtle smooth-
ness and beauty, sometimes with an exotic loveliness, that
contrasts well with the rougher struggle of the first and last
192
sections." At the end he leaves Vivien and goes back to
Gamelot, where we see him looking over the darkening city,
from which Lancelot has carried the Queen to Joyous Gard.
192. New Republic, Sept. 29, 1917
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The characters in Merlin ’’possess the life of epic
figures, with all their grandeur and majesty, and the life of
modern individuals, with all their psychological and emotional
complexities,”^:^ Vivien, made all of ’’darkness and wild
194light” is a creation of dazzling heauty, ’’There are two
pictures of Vivien in the full bloom and splendor of her se-
duction, that adhere to the memory; one an open air sketch,
the other an interior scene, which vie with each other in
delicacy and beauty. The first is a symphony in green
(note 112/) . The other is a symphony in olive and crimson
(note 11?) . Vivien’s dress, her complexion, her mass of hair,
are not only made the elements of a splendid picture, but are
transformed by the imagination of the post into a floating
195
cloud of beauty.” ’’Entrancingly pretty and selfish”, she
’’was enjoying tranquilly the delights of her fairy palace
and of self-contemplation before the arrival of Merlin, wait-
ing without impatience for the expected completion of her
happiness , During those twenty-five years of waiting
that she speaks of, the care of her arbor, her dresses and
jewels satisfied, but did not suppress her wish to conquer
Merlin. Robinson represents her as woman of playful sweet-
ness, intellectual sprightliness, and passionate love,
’’Merlin is no infatuated gray beard befooled by a pretty
hussy; Vivien is no giddy damsel in a wanton mood, lavishing
cheap caresses. Both keep the decorous behavior that befits
195. Redman, op.cit., p.74 195. Gestre, op.cit., p.82
194. Merlin, p. 276 196. Ibid, p. 202
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the seer’s ripe wisdom and the fay’s genteel womanhood,
197
without any loss of sprightliness or spontaneity.”
’’Change, Time, and Fate pursue the lovers, while they vainly
attempt to deceive themselves ’’Merlin is too well
seasoned in the ways of courts to be capable of wholly in-
genuous love. There lurks in Vivien too much of half-uncon-
scious artfulness for her to give her soul up in unqualified
heart-surrender They part in sadness, with a melancholy
conviction that human happiness is a fragile possession; but
there is no gnashing of teeth, no outcry of despair.
’’The episode winds up, leaving us under no deep concern, as
we feel Vivien will find new interests in life,”^^
’’The drama, toward the end, becomes almost a pure
drama of ideas....His characters are real men; he shows them
torn by actual griefs, that proceed from traceable causes.
But he raises the human drama of emotional and mental con-
fliots to the plane of the permanent and the eternal by per-
meating it with spiritual vision. His cult of the ideal
redeems the baseness of much in life that is ungenerous or
ignoble
.
Out of the fall of heroes and the ruin of empires
he sees a ray of light arise, that m.ay guide future generations
to a wiser husbanding of man’s permitted share of happiness
Though the Lancelot story was not at first so closely
connected with the Arthur hero legend as the Merlin story was,
it influenced it more in the end. In both Malory and Tennyson
197. Gestre ,op.cit
. ,
p.81
198. Ibid, p. 87
199. Ibid, p. 10
200. Ibid, p. 204
201. Ibid, p. 88
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the guilty love of Lancelot and CJuinevere has become the center
of interest. Of all the adventures of Lancelot the most im-
portant to the iVrthurian legend is Lancelot’s assisting Arthur
in the rescue of Guinevere from a king who abducted her. There
can be little doubt that the old mythological story of Guine-
vere’s abduction gave wide currency to a tradition of her faith-
lessness .
Tennyson’s Guinevere opens with the Q,ueen at the
nunnery of Almesbury, whither she had fled because of Modred.
Full of remorse for the doom that she foresaw as a result of
her unfaithfulness to Arthur, she had persuaded Lancelot to go
to his own land, but their farewell meeting had been interrupted
by Modred, Then she and Lancelot had ridden away, he going to
France, she to Almesbury. There, before going to his last
battle, Arthur came to bid her farewell; and there, after years
of good deeds had expiated her sin, she served as abbess until
her death.
Guinevere’s character is more strongly marked in the
old poems and romances than it is in the Idylls
.
The rom.ance
writers paint this Arthurian Helen in great detail as a
woman of violent, passionate nature; she is jealous, proud,
quick to anger, cruel, and vindictive; she wedded Modred
during Arthur’s absence on his Roman expedition, and when he
returned, she became a nun. It is part of Tennyson’s purpose
to excuse Guinevere’s unfaithfulness by imagining that she
saw £ind loved Lancelot before she had known or seen Arthur.^2^-
202,
Maynardier
,
op.cit.. Chap, VII
203
.
Littledale
,
op.cit,, p, 35
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In Malory the Queen’s conduct v/as not only without good
excuse, but it was accepted by iirthur and his knights as a
matter of course, as was the relation between Tristram and
Isolt. But Maynardier considers that Malory’s Guinevere
was more noble in her sin because more constant. Tennyson’s
was not constant, for after Arthur has left her at Almesbury,
she decides she loves him the more.
Is there none ^
Will tell the King I love him tho’ so late?^:
—
Then again Tennyson’s assumption of Arthur’s lack of suspicion
of his wife’s unfaithfulness through all those years is as in-
credible as placing all the blame upon Guinevere is unfair.
Lancelot is not essentially different from Malory’s, though
more interesting because more lifelike. He is often the real
hero of the Idylls
,
rather than the cold, distant Arthur,
more interested in his institutions than in his wife. In his
character, best of all, is shown the war between Soul and
Sense. Only in his own sin did Sense triumph; the victories
of his Soul were many,
Robinson’s Merlin prepares us for the tragedy, Lancelot
plunges us into the tragedy itself. Part I of Lancelot is
made up of dialog between Lancelot and Gawaine relative to
the former’s departure for iTrance. Lancelot has returned
from his quest of the Grail, a strange, absent-minded man,
his main purpose to follow where the light may lead him:
Gawaine is the gaily complacent courtier, but not light and
disloyal to the extent that Tennyson represents him. In this
204. Guinevere, line 645,6
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part Oawaine makes much of his eternal friendship for Lancelot,
and in this part also occurs the statement,
The King is Modred’s father, and the 0,ueen
A prepossession of Modred’s lunacy.
Part II contains the dialog betv/een the Queen and Lancelot,
ending with the plan for their last meeting that night in
the King’s absence, Guinevere too realizes that the shadow
of the Grail has come between them, and
That some far-off unheard-of retribution
Hangs over Gamelot,
In Part IV the King has unexpectedly returned from his hunting
trip, "feigning an ill not feigned" and the Queen is con-
demjied to the stake. Part V gives Lucan’s report of the rescue
of the Queen, the killing of Gareth and Gaheris by Lancelot,
and the escape of Lancelot and Guinevere to Joyous Gard.
Part VII pictures a time of siege and death at Joyous Gard,
during which the order comes from Rome that the Queen shall
return to Gamelot, Then Lancelot, with many knights that
had been Arthur’s, sails to France, where soon Gawaine and
the King with the army follow them to continue the war. Part
VIII closes with Lancelot sitting by Gawaine ’s deathbed in
France, after ia?thur has returned to Britain to save his
throne from Modred’s grasp. The Queen, meanwhile, has taken
refuge in the Tower of London. In Part IX Lancelot has landed
at Dover with a great army, only to find that Arthur and Modred
are both dead, slain by each other, and that Bedivere, the only
205. p. 568 206. p. 578 207. p. 586
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knight left, has gone to some hermitage. After much searching
he finds Guinevere at Almesbury, where follows that poignant
last farewell.
Of Lancelot Cestre says: "The poet, with his classic
grasp of the essence of tragedy, chose for the central scene
the anguished moment when Fate is about to close his claw on the
two lovers. Fate is the embodiment of their wild passion....
The pathos of the scene arises from the heart torture which
cool reason and moral scruple inflict on a man who had placed
his idealism in love and who realizes that this splendid illusion
cannot resist the encounter with higher and more permanent
OQQ
ideals." "The impetuous knight is portrayed at the sig-
nificant turning of his life,’ when the wear and tear of years
and adverse circumstances have begun to alter him from what
he was. The emphasis is laid on the inner conflicts that arise
from this change. The crux lies in the clash of souls that
takes place in Joyous Gard after the flight of the two lovers,
and after the King has come with an army to lay siege around
209their place of refuge."
In her review of Lancelot in the New York Times of
April 11, 1920, Marguerite V/ilkinson says: "Mr. Robinson’s
Guinevere is of baser metal than Lancelot. She is the woman
far more feminine than womanly. Even after disaster sends
her to the convent at Almesbury, she remains the proud and
grave coquette. She still has the heart to taunt Lancelot
with echoes of his own words to her. Y/hen Tennj^'son’s Guinevere
208. Op.cit., p. 11 209. Op.cit., p. 90
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retired to Almesbury, she repented and prayed to he united
to j\rthur again in heaven, saying, properly enough, but not
at all convincingly
It was my duty to have loved the highest
And having come to this decision, she sets out to be a
sensible nun, and finally becom.es a worthy abbess. But llr.
Robinson » 3 Guinevere, even at the end, thinks of Arthur
only as a shadow cast upon her life by the will of her
father. We are m.ade to feel that she loved Lancelot and
Lancelot alone because he was an individual person. And
when he is about to say goodbye to her forever, as Arthur,
not Lancelot, said goodbye to Tennyson’s Guinevere, she is
not making penitent speeches and planning to be an abbess.
She is simply a woman broken by life and her mad passion.
She is telling Lancelot how to remember her I To sum it
up, Lancelot is a penetrative study of the interplay of
personalities. In presenting Lancelot and Guinevere, Mr
»
Robinson seems to have thought of them chiefly as two unique
and powerful human beings who might have lived at any time
in the world’s history and simply happened to live in the
time of King Arthur. In this poem, as in many others, Mr.
Robinson shows fine knowledge of life and a deep sympathy
with the great who must live it to the full,"
Mir. Van Doren speaks of Lancelot as a study not only
of the love of Lancelot and Guinevere and its bloody results,
but even more a study of the various effects produced upon
the knights of the Round Table by the pursuit of the Grail.
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It is replete with allusion to various incidents in the
Idylls . There is nothing in Tennyson to compare with the
poignant anguish of the last parting between Lancelot and
Guinevere . We notice that in Tennyson’s poem it was she
who decided upon leaving Lancelot for the nunnery, whereas
in Robinson, it is Lancelot who decides to leave the Queen
in order to continue the search for the Light, the search
she has interrupted.
Lancelot ends with not a vestige left of the things
that were; there is only Lancelot riding alone into the
darkness in search of that Light once seen by Galahad...,
But with the crumbling of the kingdom Guinevere realizes the
tragic part she has played. She realizes that Lancelot
forsook the true Light, the Light that Galahad saw, to follow
her white and gold. The last parting of the two in the
nunnery at Almesbury is exquisite in its nuances of sad
passion and final sacrifice. She sends Lancelot back into
the darkness alone, sme now that he will follow the Light
that her beauty obscured for a time.
J/ir. Maynadier says: ’’The Tristram legend, the last
of the chief stories of the romancers to be closely connected
with the Arthur story proper, is, with its overpowering, pas-
sionate love, and its weird, sea-washed Celtic lands, the
210
most poetical of them all,” The main incidents of the
Tristram legend, as we get them in the principal romances
which tell the story, are substantially the same, Tristram
was the son of Blanchfleur, sister to King Mark of Cornwall,
210. Op.cit., p. 152
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where he became the favorite of his Uncle Mark. In Ireland,
where he went in the hope of being healed of a severe
wound, he grew to love the princess Isolt. Later he went
to Ireland a second time to bring back Isolt as bride to
Mark. A magic potion which they accidentally drank compelled
them to declare openly their love for each other. This love
continued after Isolt was married to Mark, who finally ban-
ished Tristram. In Brittany he married Isolt of the White
Hands, But he soon left her and went to Cornwall for stolen
interviews with Isolt of Ireland. At last he was fatally
wounded by a poisoned arrow and died in Brittany just as
Isolt of Ireland arrived. She threw herself on his body
and died. Mark took the two bodies to Cornwall. In the
Tristram legend, for the first time, romantic love is the
central theme of a long story. The poetry of the legend is
so real that Tennyson made the excuse for Lancelot and
Guinevere virtually the same as that of Tristram and Isolt.
Before Guinevere had seen Arthur, she rode with Lancelot
through the flowering spring, and so in that fair season
they felt the witchery of love.
Tristram and Isolt appear nowhere so petty and
selfish in their love as in The Last Tournament
,
and no-
where do they die so ignobly. To take part in that tourna-
ment of the dead innocence Tristram appears, newly returned
from Brittany, where he has wed a princess of that realm.
He wins the prize of the ruby chain and rides to carry it
to Tintagil, to Isolt of Ireland, pondering, on the way, how
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he shall smooth over to her his marriage to Isolt of the
White Hands. At Tintagil, after a very ordinary conversa-
tion, flavored with jealousy, just as his lips touch Isolt *s
throat, jeweled with his gift, Mark rises from behind and
cleaves him through the brain.
"Edwin Arlington Robinson,, with a fine, passionate
clarity and an unfaltering command of form, has delivered
himself in Tristram of the best long poem in American letters.
At the same time he has rehandled and rearranged the story of
Tristram and Isolt so admirably that his version immediately
211
supersedes all other variants of the legend," "It may not
be the last of his Arthurian poems. But it is the most
human of them all, a poem with few faults, and above every-
thing, showing an increase of emotional power over the work
212
even of his youth." Tristram, is the simplest, as it is
perhaps the most passionate and direct of these three poems.
Its theme is simply the love of a man and woman. Mr, Robinson
omits the earlier portions of Tristram’s life, and makes no
mention of any love potion, being convinced that love is
naturally of sufficient potency. He makes Andred, not Mark,
the slayer of Tristram, and elevates the character of Mark
by having him say, as he thinks of the two lying there so
still:
There is too much in this
That intimates a more than random issue;
And this is peace—whatever it is for me.
Now it is done, it may be well for them.
And well for m.e when I have followed them,~±£
211. Gorman, Literary Review, May 7, 1927
212. Wm. Benet, The Outlook, June 1, 1927
213. Van Doren, op.cit,, p, 722
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I.Ir. Robinson begins his version in Brittany, where
Isolt of the V/hite Hands looks toward England and longs for
Tristram to come back as he had promised the previous spring.
Meanwhile across the sea in England, King Mark is celebrating
his marriage to Isolt of Ireland, while Tristram, on the
rocks below Tintagil, is cursing his blindness. There Isolt
comes to him for a stolen interview, which is ended by
Andred^s attempt on his life; and there Mark finds them and
exiles Tristram. After wandering about for two days in the
rain, he falls ill of a fever, is found by his servant
Gouvernail, and taken to Morgan »s castle. ?/hen he regains
strength, remembering the other Isolt and the agate he left
with her, he returns to Brittany, helps Isolt ^s father con-
quer his foes, and marries Isolt. During the next two years
he raises and trains an army, builds new ships and wharfs,
and renovates King Howel’s realm. Then comes Gawaine to
carry him back to Gamelot to be knighted by ^irthur . Mark
has been put in prison for forging the pope’s name to an
order that was designed to cause Tristram’s death. Lancelot
takes Tristram to Joyous Gard, and Guinevere sends Isolt of
Ireland to him there. Two blissful months they spend to-
gether; then one day while Tristram is away from the castle,
Mark’s emissaries seize Isolt and carry her back to Tintagil.
Tristram follows her and is basely stabbed by Andred. Isolt
dies with him. The poem ends, as it began, with Isolt of the
White Hands gazing off toward Brittany. The composition.

with its prelude, postlude, and two love scenes, is a model
of the classic power of grasp and rational ordering.^^—
^
In Tristram "Robinson has struck the topmark of
beauty and pathos. The exceptional merit of the poem is due
to the wistful thoughtfulness of the characters in the
grasp of an irresistible passion, to the decorous intensity
of the feelings, to the perfect art of composition, and
the subdued glow of the style.... The theme is divested
from the meretricious ornaments which in the mediaeval
version somewhat blur the intrinsic directness. Character-
painting, dialogue, lyrical outflow, dramatic impact are
focused on the one central purpose: the vivid, harmonious,
moving presentation of the most enthralling love story in
the world, retold with all its fascinating glamour, yet
kept free from excess by an admirable poise of thought,
faultless taste in the management of the emotions, and an
effective handling of Fate as an awful reminder of the
transience of human happiness. "This reworking and
alteration of the epic love story of Isolt and Tristram
excels Merlin and Lancelot in the firmness and clarity of
treatment This long poem is sinuous, and bends to cover
hate, rises to depict passion, and depresses to a deathly
stillness with a smooth obedience to its practical mal^;er.
Love and joy, longing and the permanent sorrow of a stricken
heart, the desolation of doubt are there: time looms alwaya
as unimportant consumer of miortality, love exalts its challenge,
214, Gestre: op.cit,, p,102
215, Ibid, p, 12
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S16
fate has its way, and the end is darkling for blind man.”
”The superficial features of Tristram are rep-
resented by Tennyson much as we find them marked in the
old story: Tristram is 'a harper’, says Malory, ’passing
all others And after as he growed in might and strength
217he labored ever in hunting and hawking ’ "vw. .. ’’Mark is in
Malory represented as having been at first friendly with
Arthur; but Tennyson’s Arthur repudiates Mark from the very
beginning, for having tarnished the great name of King, ’a
man of plots, craft, poisonous counsels, wayside ambushings
Tennyson makes no attempt to treat Mark, Tristram, or Isolt
with fullness and beauty. In Tennyson there was only a
tithe of the understanding of true love and passion that
Robinson shows so lavishly. Robinson’s amazing understand-
ing of women as well as of men makes of this old and essen-
tially simple and fervidly romantic legend a study of fate-
ful love as penetrating as any study of it will ever be:
Tennyson’s Idylls were always tapestry, though often most
glorious tapestry and often rippled and shaken by the wind
of strong emotion. Robinson’s tale is full of intrinsic
ironies, yet lucid as daylight and actual as today. In Mark,
219
Robinson gives us a man instead of a stage villain. For
Robinson’s ’’full-length portraits of the two Isolts one can
have only the highest praise; both of them are as admirable
216. Munson: op.cit., 218. Ibid, p.37
217. Littledale: op.cit., p. 34 219. Outlook, June 1, 1927
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and as subtle as they can be, and in Isolt of the White Hands
especially Mr. Robinson has created a figure of extraordinary
220loveliness and pathos.” ”Isolt of Ireland has a passion-
ate fervor in her, burning like a steady flame, not leaping
out in angry spurts of revolt against necessity Love
with her, prompt to manifest itself in fond demonstrations,
is essentially of a poetical and ideal quali ty . . . .Her love
attains the highest form that love can reach, since it is
not only the gift of heart end self, but the sacrifice of
life, to keep the beloved out of harm»s way,”—
—
Robinson has given an ending to the poem less brutal
than Tennyson and Malory and more nearly modern, perhaps, in
conception. He has also emphasized Isolt of Brittany as the
abandoned wife. He has not stretched matters too far when
he pictures Tristram as much fate-compelled toward the second
Isolt as toward the first, and when he visions both women as
conscious of the hand of Fate. V/ith Isolt of Oornv/all it is
pop
the passion of the mistress
Isolt smiled.
As with a willing pity, and closed her eyes
To keep more tears from coming out of them;
And for a time nothing was to be heard
Except the pounding of two hearts in prison.
The torture of a doom-begotten music
Above them, and the wash of a cold foam
Below them on those cold eternal rocks
Where Tristram and Isolt had yesterday „„„
Gome to be wrecked together, —
^
With Isolt of Brittany it is the baffled love of the wife
220. Aiken, New Republic, May 25, 1927
221, Gestre: op.cit., p. 207,8
222. Hutchinson: N.Y. Times, May 8, 1927
223, Tristram, p. 623
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He had been all,
And would be always all there was for her,
And he had not come back to her alive,
Not even to go again. It was like that
For women, sometimes^ and might be so too often
For women like her.
"The catastrophe, with so much of the pathos of the Greek
drama about it, adds an element of relentless inevitability,
more provocative of terror and pity than the betrayal of
225
the hero by the false Isolt of Brittany." "The excel-
lence of the poem lies chiefly in the picture of the un-
controllable, danger-fraught, fond passion which throws
into each other’s arms Tristram and Isolt, who cannot be
united by the bonds of a lawful union,
G
.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, however much we admire Tennyson’s
purity of thought and purpose, however much we enjoy his
delicate lyrics, his clear, accurate word pictures, and his
smoothly-flowing, melodious lines, we must admit that
Robinson excels Tennyson even in the qualities in which
Tennyson excels. Rfobinson’s poems, as well as Tennyson’s,
show the failure of a noble purpose in consequence of sin,
and in addition possess a human quality which Tennyson was
incapable of expressing or even feeling. If Tennyson reads
along more easily, Robinson’s demand for more concentrated
attention is rewarded by greater depth of thought and wider
symbolic meaning. Although Robinson does not use so m.any
224. Tristram, p, 728 225. Cestre: op.cit., p.lOl
226. Ibid, p. 103
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word pictuj^es, there is magic in his descriptive phrases, and
his use of tonal color is all his own. Robinson has not only
planned his stories as separate units, a much more satisfac-
tory arrangement than Tennyson’s loosely linked tales, but
has ennobled and dignified legends that Tennyson treated in
a much less worthy manner,
D. STOIAEY
The Idylls are "less a retelling of Malory’s and
Geoffrey’s stories of the dim old Arthur than a shadowing of
the war between Sense and Soul."^^ "Tennyson, a true poet
by the decorative grace of the plastic details, the dainti-
ness of the imagery, and the quaint intricacy of the phrasing,
yet falls short of greatness by a certain lack of human quality.
Making himself the self-ordained herald of Victorian virtue, he
belittled a noble matter by a weak allegorical treatment of
the episodes and characters ... .All the deeds and thoughts that
meet approval at the court of his King Arthur wear the varnish
OOQ
of glazed respectability...." Tennyson "was not fitted
by the nature of his genius to search the human soul and rend
the veil from the living facts of tragic reali ty . . . .He de-
lighted too much in the wonder of heroic adventures and the
weirdness of mediaeval lore to dwell on the deep significance
of the legend and the blood-red passion which the Celtic bards
had poured.... in the veins and arteries of the old narrative.
229Ve cannot discover any human truth for the elaborate tracery."
227. Littledale: op.cit., p.55 228. Gestre: op.cit.,p.69
229. Ibid, p,70
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Mr, Robinson’s poems are dramatic narratives, where
the externals, however exquisitely drawn, are kept subordinate,
while the human values are thrust to the fore. The essential
constituents are the variations and conflicts of feelings that
sway man’s nature, now in joy, more often in grief. To search
the conscience, to show the strange working of personal weak-
ness in noble souls, to trace the interference of fate (that
is, the unforeseen results of unheeded misdoings), to depict
the way of anger and love, loyalty and treason, hope and despair,
constancy or cowardly self-abandonment, with the consequent
exultation, dejection, melancholy resignation or radiant re-
siliency such are the leading lines of the development.,,.-^
The poet, more than once, is a painter who plies his brush like
a master of the interplay of lights and shadows...,A single
line can be turned into a plastic vision. ., .His style is
thoroughly original. .. .Its chief characteristic is a subtle
involution of thought united with a great simplicity of ex-
231pression. It winds out like a delicate embroidery made
of threads of finely sorted lines. One wonders how such
masterful effects can be achieved with such a strict husbandry
of the resources of the language The exact correspondence
of the words to the thought, the elastic pace, the cuaint
homeliness endow them with a rare elegance, the more felt as
it contrasts with the supple sinuosity of the ideas and the
feelings. The poet imparts pathos and conjures up wonder by
230, Gestre: op.cit., p. 77 231, Ibid, p. 96
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apparently plain, short clauses, whose elementary power
searches like the rays of a spotlight. He needs none of the
rhetoric of the romantic poets to express the mystery of the
immaterial "Tennyson did really give to the youth a
sense of participation in tournaments, in mad, chivalrous
battles, in quaint old-fashioned miracles. He lifted Excalibur
out of the lake, and his Grail was more than a light, llr,
Robinson tells us that battles are being fought, or lets his
characters tell us. But he never lets us see the fighting.
....With the utmost lucidity and precision he shows us what
is happening in the mind of his hero and convinces us that
what he shows is truth."
232, Gestre: op.cit., p. 97
233 . Marguerite Wilkinson, N.Y. Times, April 11, 1920
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